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Abstract—With the rapid development of 3D vision appli-
cations based on point clouds, point cloud quality assessment
(PCQA) is becoming an important research topic. However, the
prior PCQA methods ignore the effect of local quality variance
across different areas of the point cloud. To take an advantage
of the quality distribution imbalance, we propose a no-reference
point cloud quality assessment (NR-PCQA) method with local
area correlation analysis capability, denoted as COPP-Net. More
specifically, we split a point cloud into patches, generate texture
and structure features for each patch, and fuse them into patch
features to predict patch quality. Then, we gather the features
of all the patches of a point cloud for correlation analysis, to
obtain the correlation weights. Finally, the predicted qualities
and correlation weights for all the patches are used to derive the
final quality score. Experimental results show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art benchmark NR-PCQA methods.
The source code for the proposed COPP-Net can be found at
https://github.com/philox12358/COPP-Net.

Index Terms—Point convolution, point cloud quality assess-
ment, deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

A 3D point cloud is a large and dense collection of sampled
points with spatial coordinates and attributes, obtained by 3D
scanning technology like lidar. Each point in a point cloud con-
tains a geometric attribute, i.e. 3D space coordinates, and other
attributes, such as color, reflectivity, opacity, etc., represented
by feature vectors. As point clouds directly represent the 3D
world, they are widely used in automatic driving, industrial
robots, cultural heritage protection, geographic mapping, and
other fields.

Similar to image and video, point clouds can be distorted
due to many factors during the collection and transmission
process. However, point clouds suffer from more complex
distortions due to their data format. Therefore, PCQA is more
challenging than traditional image quality assessment. Accu-
rate PCQA is critical for providing high-quality point clouds
for various purposes. Like in traditional image and video
quality assessment, PCQA methods can also be divided in
full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR), and no-reference
(NR) methods, according to the availability of a reference
point cloud.

Several FR-PCQA methods have been proposed re-
cently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7], and they have reached
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Fig. 1. Visualization of correlation. (a) shows that the structure and texture
of different parts of the point cloud are very different; (b) shows that the
correlation between the predicted patch quality and the overall quality is
inconsistent. Patches with different correlations should have different weights
for predicting the overall quality.

relatively good performance already. However, in many real-
life application scenarios, there is no pristine reference point
cloud available, and NR-PCQA is therefore a very important
research topic at the moment. Regarding the recent develop-
ment of image quality assessment (IQA), the most accurate
NR-IQA methods are based on deep convolutional neural net-
works (CNN). Unfortunately, training of deep neural networks
(DNN) requires a large amount of training samples, and the
currently available PCQA databases are mostly small, and each
point cloud often contains millions of points. Advanced point
convolution neural networks directly processing such a large
number of points have a very high computational load, limiting
the use of deep neural networks for NR-PCQA.

Although some attempts have been made to use DNNs for
NR-PCQA [8] [9] [10], these methods usually obtain projected
2D images from the whole point cloud or a few features of
the whole point cloud as the input of the network through
preprocessing, rather than directly using the point cloud.
ResSCNN [11] directly uses the entire point cloud as input, but
sparse convolution is used to save computation, which reduces
the computational accuracy. NR-CNN-3D-PC [12] divides the
point cloud into many patches, but does not consider the
impact of different patches on the overall quality of the point
cloud. At the same time, compared with the most accurate
FR-PCQA method, the proposed models still perform poorly.
So far, we have not identified any stable and accurate method
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of COPP-Net with preprocessing, feature generation and quality score prediction modules. In the preprocessing module, FPS
and KNN algorithms are used to obtain the specified number of patches with specified size. The feature generation module in the middle contains two parallel
ARKP networks, named ARKPt and ARKPs. Last, the quality score prediction module uses the patch features (Fpatch) to generate the patch quality scores
(Qpatch) and weights (Wpatch) for each patch, and then it uses weighted averaging to derive the quality score for the point cloud.

of NR-PCQA task that uses point cloud as the input of DNN
model directly and takes into account the local correlation of
point cloud.

Due to the development of new methods for deep learning
in the recent years, such as PointNet++ [13] and transform-
ers [14], there have been remarkable progress in processing
point clouds with fewer points recently. On the other hand,
in many practical use cases large 3D point clouds need to
be observed from different sides and viewing angles multiple
times through rotation and scaling. Moreover, point cloud
usually has complex structure and rich texture, and the visual
appearance of different regions can be very different. There-
fore, the correlation between the local quality and the overall
quality varies strongly between different areas of the a point
cloud. Based on these considerations and the previous work,
we propose a patch-based NR-PCQA method that generates
features representing the structure and texture of each patch.
Then, point cloud quality is predicted by using appropriate
weights derived from the correlations between patch quality
and overall quality.

It is worth noting that correlation in our method is different
from saliency. Even though the correlations may be related to
saliency, our method does not aim to calculate the saliency
map of the point cloud. Specifically, we first divide a point
cloud into several patches, representing different parts of the
point cloud. In the proposed COPP-Net model, we propose
Adaptive R-Sampling KNN PointNet++ (ARKP) network,
based on PointNet++ architecture [13], to generate texture
and structure features from patches generated from the point
cloud. These features are used to predict local quality scores
for the patches, and they are also used as input to the proposed
Quality Correlation Analysis (CORA) network, predicting the
weights for each patch. Finally, the quality scores for each
patch are multiplied by their relative weights to predict the

overall quality score through a weighted average.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Full-Reference metrics

For PCQA, several FR metrics were firstly developed to be
used for assessing performance of point cloud compression.
The classic methods are point-based FR metrics proposed by
MPEG, such as p2point [1] and p2plane [15]. Their computa-
tional complexity is low, but on the other hand, their accuracy
is limited and they are prone to instability when complex
distortion types are concerned. In [16], a point-based metric
based on angular similarity was proposed, and [17] proposed a
series of methods using local luminance patterns, local binary
patterns and multi-distance approach. In [18], a generalized
Hausdorff distance based quality metric for geometric point
cloud distortions was proposed, and [17] used the local
curvature statistics to evaluate the quality of point clouds.
Later, inspired by SSIM [4], several metrics were proposed
in [5] [7]. They considered the structural characteristics of the
point cloud and achieved a good performance for FR-PCQA.

B. No-Reference metrics

Due to the limited availability of point cloud quality
databases, exploration of NR-PCQA started relatively late.
Since NR-IQA methods have matured [8], it has been proposed
to project point clouds to 2D pictures from different angles,
and then use traditional IQA methods or CNN to predict point
cloud quality indirectly from the 2D images. In NR-3DQA [9],
3D point clouds are projected into feature domains based on
color and geometry, and the quality score is obtained using
support vector machine (SVM) regression. IT-PCQA [10] us-
ing the rich prior knowledge of natural images to build a bridge
between 2D and 3D perception for quality assessment via
transfer learning. ResSCNN [11] uses 3D sparse convolution
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Fig. 3. Detailed structure of ARKP network.

for efficient computations. However, in the process of sparse
convolution, the local accuracy of the point cloud data will be
reduced, resulting in partial information loss. Therefore, the
performance of the method is not stable on point clouds with
different types of distortions.

In [12], point clouds are split into multiple local patches, and
low level patch-wise features (e.g., geometric distance, local
curvature) are used to train a CNN. However, this method
does not take into account the quality inconsistency between
different areas of the point cloud. To tackle this challenge, we
propose a model that learns the weights for different parts of
the point cloud to balance the inconsistencies in local quality.

III. OUR APPROACH

A. Point Cloud Preprocessing Module

A point cloud instance is a set P that contains a total of
N points, P = {Pi | i = 1, 2, ..., N}, located on the surface
of the object of interest. Note that Pi = (xi, yi, zi, ri, gi, bi)
defines the i-th point of this point cloud, and the spatial
coordinates denoted as (x, y, z) and the color information
denoted as (r, g, b). Thus, a 3D point cloud object can be
represented by a matrix of size N × 6. Generally, N is in
millions. Processing that many points will consume a lot of
computing resources. Considering that different parts of the
point cloud have different quality correlations, we divide the
point cloud into multiple patches through preprocessing.

For preprocessing, we first normalize (x, y, z) into a sphere
with a radius of 1000, then we use the farthest point sampling
(FPS) [13] algorithm to obtain C center points, and finally we
use the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [19] algorithm to sample
the nearest K points to each center point to form the patches.
For each patch, we center the (x, y, z) coordinates and the
(r, g, b) color information, respectively. As a result, we sample
C patches from a point cloud, and each patch contains K
points. These patches are then used as input to the patch
feature generation module.

B. Patch Feature Generation Module

The feature generation module will generate features for
texture and structure information. Texture information is very
sensitive to downsampling, because it requires fine and con-
tinuous dense data representation. Fortunately, continuous re-
gions with similar quality scores tend to share similar texture
distortion characteristics. Therefore, we can generate texture
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Fig. 4. Overall point cloud MOS (red) and predicted Qpatch for patches
(blue) on WPC database.

features from small regions without losing the accuracy of the
representation. For structural information, rough and sparse in-
formation is sufficient to represent complex spatial structures,
so structural information is not sensitive to downsampling.
Based on these observations, we follow different strategies to
generate texture and structure features.

Specifically, the module is composed of local texture feature
generation network (ARKPt) and 3D structure feature gener-
ation network (ARKPs). Both networks are based on ARKP
architecture, and they are used to generate texture and structure
features, respectively. The details are as follows:

Texture feature generator ARKPt. In a patch with K
points, we use KNN algorithm to sample locally adjacent
and continuous Rt points to be used as input to ARKPt for
obtaining the texture features of the patch.

Structure feature generator ARKPs. In a patch with K
points, we use random sampling to sample a relatively small
number of Rs points within the range of the patch to be used
as input to ARKPs for obtaining the structure features of the
patch.

Then, we concatenate the features from the two networks
and send it through a MaxPool layer to obtain the final patch
feature vectors (Fpatch). Fpatch will be used to predict the
patch quality score (Qpatch). It is also used by the CORA
network to obtain correlation weight (Wpatch). We will present
a detailed description of the ARKP network below.

C. ARKP Network

We propose the ARKP network to generate features more
accurately. As depicted in Figure 3, the ARKP architecture
is based on the single-scale grouping (SSG) version of Point-
Net++ [13].

In PointNet++, the hierarchical structure is composed of
a number of specific abstraction levels, each of which is
made up of three key layers: the Sampling layer, Grouping
layer, and PointNet layer [13]. The Sampling layer defines
the centroids of local regions using FPS algorithm, and the
Grouping layer constructs local regions by performing a ball
query. The PointNet layer encodes the local region into feature
vectors.

The ARKP network differs from the SSG version of Point-
Net++ in the following aspects:
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Fig. 5. Detailed structure of CORA network.

• To improve the overall information generation ability, we
added Adaptive Stride Convolution before and after the
baseline structure.

• To reduce computational overhead, we use Random Sam-
pling (R-Sampling) instead of FPS in the sampling layer.

• To improve stability in PCQA tasks, we use KNN to
select neighboring points in the Grouping layer.

Our ablation experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed modifications.

D. Point Cloud Quality Regression Module

Figure 2 shows a detailed overview of the steps to predict
the point cloud quality score from the Fpatch. Using Fpatch as
input, we apply a regression head comprising two linearlayers,
batch normalization layer, and leaky ReLU layer to predict
Qpatch. In the training phase, we assign the overall point cloud
quality score as ground truth quality score for all the patches.
Mean squared error (MSE) is used as loss function for training.
If the quality score of a point cloud is calculated by averaging
the values of Qpatch, high prediction accuracy seems to be
achieved.

However, as shown in Figure 4, the quality scores for
individual patches tends to be scattered, since different areas
of the point cloud have different quality levels. To reduce
the impact of outlier patches, we use a network (CORA) to
analyze the dispersion of quality of each patch.

E. CORA Network

The CORA network is designed to estimate the correlation
between the patch quality and the overall point cloud quality
by predicting correlation labels. As illustrated in Figure 5,
we concatenate all Fpatch of a single point cloud to form
the input to the CORA network. Then, we apply a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) with two linear layers, followed by four
transformer blocks and two additional linear layers to predict
the correlations. The middle hidden layer dimension is set to
512. Finally, SoftMax operation is applied to the output to
compute the correlation-based Wpatch.

Specifically, we obtain all Qpatches of a point cloud and
rank them in ascending order based on the absolute difference
between each Qpatch and the ground truth quality score of the
point cloud. Then divide them into three correlation classifi-
cation labels, i.e., strong correlation, average correlation, and
weak correlation. The goal of the CORA network is to predict

TABLE I
RESULTS ON WPC DATABASE USING SEVERAL NR METHODS. WE

REPORT THE PLCC, SRCC AND RMSE INDICATORS.

Type Method PLCC SRCC RMSE

NR

NIQE [20] 0.3957 0.3887 22.55
BRISQUE [21] 0.4176 0.3781 22.54
PQA-Net [8] 0.7000 0.6900 15.18
NR-3DQA [9] 0.6591 0.6326 16.45
ResSCNN [11] 0.4292 0.4352 23.27
IT-PCQA [10] 0.5609 0.5683 19.07
Our COPP-Net 0.9324 0.9251 8.10

the correlation classifications accurately. We use cross-entropy
loss to train the CORA network.

In the final phase of computing the predicted overall quality
score, we use correlation weight pooling. Specifically, we
use Qpatches and Wpatches from the CORA network, and
then compute the weighted average of the quality scores to
obtain the final quality score of the point cloud. Formally, the
correlation weight pooling can be expressed as:

QPC =

∑C
i=1 WiQi∑C
i=1 Wi

, (1)

where QPC is the quality score of the point cloud, C is the
number of patches generated from each point cloud, Wi is
the correlation weight for i-th patch, and Qi is the predicted
quality score for i-th patch.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup,
then we introduce the Waterloo Point Cloud Database (WPC),
and compare the performance of our COPP-Net with the
prior mainstream FR and NR methods. Then, we conduct an
ablation study on the proposed COPP-Net. Finally, we test the
performance of the model on other databases.

A. Experiment Setups

In each of the practical experiments, we extracted C=16
patches from a point cloud, with K=14900 points in each
patch. In the feature generation module, we used KNN algo-
rithm to select Rt=8192 adjacent points around the center of
a patch as input to ARKPt, and random sampling to select
Rs=1024 points as input to ARKPs.

The model was trained in two stages: in the first stage, we
trained the feature generation and patch quality prediction part,
and in the second stage, we trained the CORA network.

We used 32 mini-batches in the first stage and 4 in the
second stage. In both training stages, we used stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) optimization algorithm. We set the initial
learning rate to 10−4 and applied cosine learning rate decay
method until the loss converged. As performance indicators
for the final model, we used Pearson correlation coefficient
(PLCC), Spearman rank order correlation coefficient (SRCC)
and root mean squared error (RMSE) to evaluate the accuracy
of the predicted scores in comparison to the ground truth qual-
ity scores. These indicators are all widely used to assess the



TABLE II
COMPARISON OF OUR COPP-NET WITH THE FR METHOD ON THE TEST SOURCE CONTENTS IN WPC DATABASE. IN ALL CASES, THE PROPOSED METHOD

PERFORMS BETTER THAN THE FR METHODS. THE RESULTS FOR THE FR METHODS ARE FROM [7].

Type Method Banana Cauliflower Mushroom Pineapple
PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE

FR

PSNRp2po,M [1] 0.7236 0.6471 14.98 0.4555 0.3501 19.95 0.6406 0.6396 17.02 0.4678 0.3777 18.04
PSNRY [2] 0.7560 0.6785 14.20 0.6332 0.5927 17.35 0.8022 0.6550 13.23 0.7466 0.7217 13.58
PCQM [3] -0.7145 -0.7686 15.18 -0.7057 -0.6971 15.88 -0.8033 -0.7819 13.20 -0.7578 -0.7862 13.32
SSIMp [4] 0.7156 0.7544 15.16 0.6515 0.5967 17.00 0.7994 0.7297 13.32 0.7214 0.7193 14.14
GraphSIM [5] 0.5990 0.5300 17.38 0.6010 0.5520 17.91 0.7120 0.6730 15.56 0.0410 0.0310 20.20
VIFPp [6] 0.7938 0.7956 13.20 0.6581 0.5820 16.88 0.8450 0.8658 11.85 0.7456 0.7285 13.61
IW-SSIMp [7] 0.8724 0.8627 10.61 0.8578 0.8125 11.52 0.8697 0.8528 10.94 0.7817 0.7584 12.73

NR

PQA-Net [8] 0.5300 0.5200 18.87 0.7000 0.6900 15.27 0.7700 0.7100 13.81 0.8700 0.8900 9.80
NR-3DQA [9] 0.6965 0.7008 16.13 0.5977 0.5744 18.42 0.7740 0.8297 15.17 0.6288 0.5915 15.90
ResSCNN [11] 0.4484 0.4694 25.04 0.4113 0.3340 23.65 0.5259 0.5209 22.48 0.7383 0.6747 22.51
IT-PCQA [10] 0.7855 0.8377 13.58 0.7156 0.7146 15.20 0.2989 0.3097 22.05 0.2923 0.3702 20.32
Our COPP-Net 0.9121 0.8878 9.07 0.9190 0.9246 9.54 0.9495 0.9272 7.72 0.9571 0.9478 6.02

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY OF THE COPP-NET MODEL ON THE WPC DATABASE.

AVE STANDS FOR AVERAGE POOLING, AND CORA STANDS FOR
CORRELATION WEIGHT POOLING STRATEGY.

Model Pooling Criteria
PLCC SRCC RMSE

PointNet++ SSG [13] AVE 0.7136 0.6988 15.65
ARKPt w/o Stride Conv AVE 0.7724 0.7653 14.86
ARKPt w/o R-Sampling AVE 0.8461 0.8286 13.74

ARKPt w/o KNN AVE 0.7538 0.7346 15.03
ARKPt AVE 0.8589 0.8446 11.75
ARKPs AVE 0.8691 0.8616 10.91

ARKPt+ARKPs AVE 0.9015 0.8994 9.92
ARKPt+ARKPs CORA 0.9324 0.9251 8.10

performance of IQA and PCQA models. All our experiments
were run on a single NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU.

B. Prediction performance on WPC database

Waterloo Point Cloud Database (WPC) includes 20 high-
quality color point clouds, covering various geometric and
texture characteristics. The database includes 37 distorted
versions for each original point clouds, and there are in total
20 original point clouds and 740 distorted point clouds in the
database. Each point cloud is annotated with their ground
truth quality scores, obtained by subjective testing. In our
experiments, we used the same division into training and
testing sets as described in [8] [9]: the point clouds for
Banana, Cauliflower, Mushroom, Pineapple, accounting
for 20% of the whole data set, were used as test set, and the
remaining point clouds were used as training set.

Table I lists the overall results of COPP-Net and the selected
benchmark NR methods [8] [9] [11] [10] on the WPC test set.
The results show that the proposed COPP-Net outperforms the
prior state-of-the-art NR methods with a large margin.

In Table II, we summarize the performance of several FR
methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] on different test contents
in the WPC database separately, as given in [7], as well as
the results for the same contents with the state-of-the-art NR
models [8] [9] [11] [10], and the proposed COPP-Net obtained
from our experiments. According to the results, COPP-Net is
not only superior to the best performing prior NR methods in

each category, but also outperforms the strongest FR method
on all source contents. In general, FR models perform better
than NR models, because they use the original pristine point
cloud as a reference.

C. Ablation Study

To validate the efficacy of the proposed ARKP and CORA
networks, we performed experiments on the WPC database us-
ing COPP-Net with various network configurations and pool-
ing strategies. The results presented in Table III demonstrate
the effectiveness of the modifications we introduced in the
ARKP networks. Specifically, the ARKPt and ARKPs models
exhibit superior feature generation capabilities in comparison
to the baseline PointNet++ SSG. Our analysis reveals that
the Adaptive Stride Convolution and KNN components play
a significant role in boosting performance, whereas the R-
sampling component has a minor impact on accuracy, but it
contributes to increasing the training speed.

Table III demonstrates that the combination of ARKPt and
ARKPs outperforms the individual networks. This indicates
that the features generated by these two networks capture
different aspects of quality, highlighting the importance of
using distinct features for texture and structure. Furthermore,
the use of weighted average pooling instead of average pooling
in the CORA network enhances the performance, indicating
that the model successfully leverages the quality imbalances
across various regions of the point cloud.

D. Prediction performance on other databases

To provide a more comprehensive evaluation of the pro-
posed model, we conducted comparative studies using COPP-
Net and three state-of-the-art NR methods on five additional
publicly available point cloud quality databases, including
SJTU-PCQA [22], SIAT-PCQD [23], WPC2.0 [24], and LS-
PCQA parts I [11]. In each dataset, we adopted an 80%-20%
split for training and testing, respectively. PQA-Net [8] is not
included, because it cannot be used on databases with multiple
distortion types.

As shown in Table IV, our COPP-Net outperforms most of
the other methods across multiple databases, and even in cases
where it does not achieve the best performance, the difference



TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTS ON OTHER DATABASES. WE COMPARED THE COPP-NET WITH THE BEST PERFORMING PRIOR NR MODELS. ALL MODELS USE THEIR

DEFAULT CONFIGURATIONS AND THEY ARE TRAINED FROM SCRATCH.

Method SJTU-PCQA SIAT-PCQD WPC2.0 LS-PCQA Part I
PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE PLCC SRCC RMSE

NR-3DQA [9] 0.5987 0.5676 2.15 0.0327 0.0148 0.13 0.3944 0.4303 23.31 0.3861 0.3634 0.84
ResSCNN [11] 0.9261 0.9099 1.49 0.3083 0.2613 0.11 0.8213 0.8208 15.19 0.4131 0.4085 0.70
IT-PCQA [10] 0.5922 0.5269 2.09 0.4266 0.0824 0.10 0.4571 0.3863 20.45 0.3159 0.3023 0.78
Our COPP-Net 0.9257 0.8915 1.31 0.8512 0.7115 0.08 0.8685 0.8706 12.78 0.5885 0.5949 0.68

against the best performing method is typically small. These
results highlight that the proposed method is widely applicable
on different databases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for NR point
cloud quality assessment, named as COPP-Net. The method
takes into account the impact of different quality levels in
different parts of the point cloud to the overall quality by using
CORA network to constrain the dispersion of local quality
levels. The ARKP network used in COPP-Net shows stronger
feature generation capability than the baseline, demonstrating
the importance of generating both texture and structure fea-
tures of the point cloud. The experimental results show that
the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art FR and NR
methods for PCQA.

The main limitation of COPP-Net is its limited scalability
when increasing the number of patches: the CORA network
needs to calculate all Fpatch features of a point cloud in
parallel, which requires a significant amount of GPU memory.
In contrast, the proposed ARKP network requires much less
GPU memory, and the ARKP network without CORA can also
achieve satisfactory performance.
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